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As an alternative to conventional wind turbines, the use of kites for harvesting

power from the wind has been proposed. With a kite it is possible to increase the

line traction force by more than an order of magnitude compared to the steady

case by making the kite perform crosswind motion. The basic principle used in kite

wind energy converters is that electrical power is generated by letting a looping

kite unroll a line from a drum connected to a generator. At the end of the

production stroke, the kite is wound back to its initial position in a low-traction

mode, from which the cycle is repeated.

The kite power generation technology is still in its infancy. Presently, it is not

possible to give a realistic determination of the (power production and economic)

potential of such a system. One area where work is needed is on the specific

aerodynamic behavior/efficiency of the kites. Due to the relatively large number of

inflow conditions (angle of attack and sideslip) and kite deformations (control

actions and elastic deformations) that have to be considered in such an

investigation, standard CFD methods such as for instance RANS modeling is too

computationally costly.

The conclusion from this investigation is that the present model is very well suited

for generating the aerodynamic data for use in investigations of kite energy

systems, since at the normal production point, the kites should be operated under

non-stalled conditions.
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The results from the present simulation method can be used to determine the

dynamic temporal loading on a kite energy system for motion with a low reduced

frequency. Specifically, it is intended that a time stepping tool should use an

aerodynamic database generated with the present prediction tool. The results from

such a tool may shed light on how kites and corresponding for wind energy

applications may be optimized.

Computations were performed using an idealized test kite using the newly

developed tool and state of the art RANS CFD (EllipSys3D). Visualizations of the

flowfields obtained in CFD are shown in Figure 1, and a comparison of the integral

aerodynamic force coefficients is shown in Figure 2 for zero sideslip angle.

The results show that there is a very good agreement between the newly

developed method and the much heavier CFD computations if severely stalled

conditions are avoided. Further, the computational time for the new method is

approximately 400 times less than for the RANS approach.

The main contribution of the present work is to describe a fast new aerodynamic

model based on coupling a Vortex Element Method (VLM) and 2D sectional airfoil

coefficients to introduce the effect of airfoil thickness and effects of viscosity while

retaining the strength of the VLM to model the effect of low aspect ratio and highly

non-planar configurations. For details please refer to the accompanying paper.

The performance of the new method is assessed by comparison with simulation

results from Risø-DTU’s in-house state of the art incompressible RANS solver

EllipSys3D.

Figure 1:Examples of flowfield visualizations from the CFD computations. Upper: 

Iso vorticity surface for a low angle of attack/attached flow case. Lower: 

Streamlines on a high angle of attack/partially separated flow. The surface color 

signifies pressure on both examples, blue corresponding to low pressure.

Figure 2: A comparison of the integral aerodynamic force coefficients CL and CD

from the basic VLM code, the new coupled method and the full CFD computations.


